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Summer of flings, summer of
love, of friendships, of new
things, of bugs and hair
sticking to your back…
what’re you sweating over
this summer? Whatever it is,
we hope that this issue of
Las Traumadas can focus the
sunshine on some selfexamination. Let’s learn the
basics of attachment theory.
We view attachment theory as
a tool for introspection.
Why? Well, theorists have
identified many different
ways to categorize behavior
patterns; attachment theory
is just one of the many!
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Secure:

On the flip side, if
you are in the blessed
bunch who grew up in a
stable household, you
may not be aware of
what your healthy
habits are. If this is
your experience, we
recommend you observe
your habits! Being
aware of your behaviors
can help you hold on to
them if you find
yourself with
insecurely attached
individuals! (1)

You’re able to hold healthy
relationships because your
caregivers were capable of
meeting your emotional and
physical needs. Your
relationships are generally
fulfilling and make you feel
safe. This also means you know
your basics: boundaries, trust,
validation, communication. You
either developed these healthy
skills from a stable upbringing
or from working very hard to
develop a secure attachment
style. Go, you! (3)
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Insecure Attachments:
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The basis of insecure
attachments is that the
individual didn’t learn
to connect with primary
caretakers in necessary
ways. Instead, you
figured out more…. let’s
say, “negative” ways to
obtain connection.
Insecure attachment
styles develop from the
different, unhealthy ways
children learn to relate
to their primary
caregivers. This could
look like:
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inconsistency, neglect,
substance abuse, narcissism,
lack of affection and
validation, and unfortunately
many more. Case in point— if
your basic emotional needs
aren’t met in childhood, you are
in the divine 70% of adults with
an insecure attachment style.
What does this look like? Now
that you have context, let’s see
what the seeds of unmet
emotional needs blossom into:
(2)
Anxious: This style of
attachment longs for closeness,
yet lacks the skills to
constructively obtain it. An
anxious partner may be the type
to constantly ask, “Do you still
like me?” or, “Are you mad?” for
seemingly no reason which can
overwhelm their partner/friend.
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Anxious types can also lack boundaries,
catastrophize, be extremely sensitive to
disconnection, and chameleon their
partners. These coping mechanisms all
work to prevent the anxious type’s worst
fear: abandonment. (4)
One useful skill for anxiously attached
individuals is to focus on your needs.

What do you want? What
do you think? Your
thoughts, feelings, and
boundaries
are not only important, but
also necessary for a
relationship to be healthy.
(4)
Avoidant: This style of
attachment is uncomfortable
with closeness from the
get-go.
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It’s not uncommon for avoidants to
easily feel emotionally overwhelmed,
experience discomfort with big
emotions, and generally push away
intimacy. Have you heard the term,
“emotionally unavailable?” That
phrase lands right on the money for
these folks. Avoidants basically
prioritize their independence over
deepening their relationships. (1)
(5)
One useful skill if you are
avoidantly attached is to validate
your emotions and notice where they
are in your body. Typically,
avoidants learn to invalidate their
emotions, disassociate and,
therefore, disconnect from their
body. If you primarily identify with
the avoidant attachment style, try
this:
observe your emotions, note how they
feel in your body, then validate
them.
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A cute lil zine actually wrote
an issue that may help you with
this…. check out issue 11 on our
website! (1) (5)
Disorganized: A delicious
cocktail of both, sometimes
described as the, “come here go
away,” attachment. This means
that, depending on the
situation, a disorganized
attachment style will display
either avoidant or anxious
traits; sometimes at the same
time! If they aren’t quite ready
for intimacy and their partner
seeks closeness, they can shut
down. But if their
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partner seems to distance
themselves, that same individual is
likely to then need reassurance and
feel extremely anxious. (5)
A useful skill for disorganized
attachment folks is to pause
when having emotional
reactions, as these are
normally trauma responses. You
see, disorganized attachment
style-ers tend to view
everything in extremes: nothing
will ever be okay again vs.
everything is perfect. In
short, their reality is often
skewed by their reactions. This
is why it is vital for someone
with a disorganized attachment
style to take plenty of space
to process their reaction and
identify if their reaction
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matches the situation appropriately.
Then you're able to proceed in a
calmer headspace. (5)
So, which one speaks to you? While
it’s possible to identify with many
characteristics, we typically have
one attachment style which rings
true to most of our relationships—
keep in mind, attachment styles
manifest in all of our connections,
not only romantic ones. Take a
second to reflect on what dynamics
you
establish
in
all
of
your
relationships. (3)
Bottom
line,
there
are
many
resources to help you have healthier
relationships. And think about it—
do you feel generally loved and
cared for in your friendships?" Do
you feel like your relationships are
two-sided?
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Do you have deep connections that
make you feel secure? If you
don’t... wouldn’t that be nice? We
think so, and the experts agree!
As always, thanks for being here.
Las Traumadas
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